A STATEMENT FROM WEALTH WATCHERS INC. REGARDING SOCIAL INJUSTICE AND SYSTEMIC RACISM

We, at Wealth Watchers share in the concern and action throughout the nation and the world stemming from the collective grief, pain, and outrage caused by the documented deaths and mistreatment of Black people at the hands of those who choose hate and greed over humanity.

We recognize and acknowledge the pain endured because of the color of one's skin and we will continuously identify issues and contribute to the solutions.

We will not ignore the negative impact of over 400 years of systemic racism that has created social, economic, and educational laws that limit opportunities, magnify oppression, increase poverty and contribute to senseless violence in Black America.

Wealth Watchers was founded for the masses pursuing and solidifying equality and equity in every corner of society, to gain good ground, to improve access to resources, and to foster progress and pride in communities that have suffered greatly under the knee of injustice and hate.

As we continue to build better communities, we know we may be labeled, negatively targeted, treated unfairly and harmed --- just as people of color have. Nonetheless, we will work courageously to achieve success for and within our communities.

The Wealth Watchers Inc. team proudly stands with individuals and families to navigate through financial hurdles, leverage resources, and increase their abilities to realize their self-determined goals. We are committed to being an organization always striving for excellence to better serve as a catalyst for positive and lasting change through education, community building and engagement, homeownership, lending, small business development, workforce development and neighborhood stabilization.

Wealth Watchers will continue to listen and be a voice for economic and social justice understanding that silence is complicit. We stand and kneel with our community, peaceful protesters and corporate partners in seeking equity and equality for all.